ABSTRACT This paper proposes a method for burst suppression segmentation using adaptive EEG binarization in both time and frequency domains. Since the dynamic range of EEG amplitude is very wide and can vary from one recording to another owing to the physical conditions of the subjects and measuring factors, such as electrode types, electrode locations, impedance, and amplifiers, conventional quantitative EEG (qEEG) features for segmentation sensitively vary in proportion to the EEG amplitude and result in erroneous segmentation. EEG binarization was applied to solve the problem of a wide dynamic range. Through the restriction of all different dynamic values of EEG signals to 0 and 1, subsequent signal processing techniques are independent of the dynamic range. Additionally, binarization may reduce the computational time of processing data. We employed the ordered statistic constant false alarm rate (OS-CFAR) algorithm for adaptive binarization. For burst suppression segmentation, maximum likelihood estimation was conducted using Gaussian models for feature values of burst and suppression segments. To investigate the segmentation performance of the proposed method, we evaluated the accordance to visual segmentation and quantified the error of burst suppression ratio estimation. Generally, the proposed binarization method was shown to be beneficial for both increased segmentation accordance and decreased error of estimated burst suppression ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
EEG burst suppression is an isoelectric pattern (suppression) in which relatively high voltages (burst) occur quasiperiodically when the brain activity is significantly reduced. Since it was first observed from a cat's brain [1] , burst suppression has been observed in patients with postanoxic encephalopathy or status epilepticus under parenteral benzodiazepine treatments such as midazolam [2] , those under anesthesia [3] with hypothermia [4] , coma [5] , and on neonates [6] , thus being considered informative for monitoring brain functionality. Moreover, the evolution of burst suppression pattern is closely related to the degree of brain functionality. It is also known that the rate of bursts and the duration of suppressions are associated with the anesthetic The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Naveed Akhtar.
concentration [5] , [7] , [8] , and burst suppression evolution offers important prognostic information [9] - [11] .
However, many current practices visually analyze burst suppression patterns through experts and result lack of objectivity due to the different assessment of each expert and lack of quantitative interpretation of the depth of burst suppression. Therefore, quantitative measurements for burst suppression considering the association with brain functionality have been developed. Numerous studies utilize burst suppression ratio (BSR) [12] which is a representative measure for the quantification [13] - [15] . In addition, studies focusing on inter-bursts intervals (IBIs) (IBIs) [16] and burst suppression probability based on state-space analysis have been done [17] .
The first step in analyzing EEG burst suppression is separating burst suppression into burst-segments and suppressionones. Numerous quantitative EEG (qEEG) features for burst suppression segmentation have been developed to avoid experts' visual segmentation which is time-consuming. Various types of entropy-features which quantify EEG complexity from a perspective of information theory have been applied to burst suppression segmentation [18] , [19] . Many studies other than entropy-based segmentation have developed features through illustrating changes of burst patterns in time domain. Voltage envelope [20] varies based on the amplitude of EEG. Similarly, nonlinear-energy-operator (NLEO) [21] , [22] and line-length (LL) [16] captures high-frequency and high-amplitude events. Recursively estimated variance [23] quantifies the variance of EEG. In frequency domain, qEEG features in frequency domain such as 3 or 10 Hz power or mean power spectra have been adopted [18] , [19] , [24] .
Majority of the feature values used in the conventional segmentations may vary with the dynamic range of EEG amplitude. Additionally, the dynamic range of EEG amplitude is very wide and may vary from one recording to another due to the physical conditions of subjects and the measurement factors such as electrode types, electrode locations, impedance and amplifiers. Whenever the EEG dynamic range changes, the features such as voltage envelope, NLEO and LL sensitively vary proportionally to the EEG amplitude. For example, LL is the sum of the differences between two adjacent EEG amplitudes in time, hence, LL increases when the dynamic range increases. Although the signal complexity features using entropy are more robust to dynamic range compared to other features, it is difficult to describe the features' behavior when the dynamic range varies.
EEG binarization can solve the problem of wide dynamic range. Through limiting all the various dynamic values of EEG signals to 0 and 1, subsequent signal processing techniques are independent of the dynamic range. Additionally, binarization may reduce the computational time of processing data. In this paper, we binarized burst suppression patterns to obtain consistent dynamic range and explicit representation of burst suppression. To conduct binarization, we applied an adaptive threshold based on the ordered statistic constantfalse-alarm-rate (OS-CFAR) algorithm [25] , which is an algorithm for estimating a threshold based on relative amplitudes of source and noise. Similarly, we applied the binarization to the power spectra of EEG, which had proved to be useful for burst suppression analyses in previous study [26] . We examined existing qEEG features, and performed segmentation through maximum-likelihood-estimation (MLE) after Gaussian modeling of distributions of burst-features and suppression-ones using the binarized data both in the time and frequency domain. The segmentation performances were shown by the comparison of estimated segmentations and corresponding visual segmentations.
II. METHODS

A. DATA ACQUISITION
Multichannel EEG monitoring was performed on patients who had been hospitalized at the Ewha Women's University Mokdong Hospitals' intensive care unit with status epilepticus. Four patients who showed clear burst suppression were used for the qEEG analysis. Fig. 1 illustrates six 3-min EEGs with different appearances of burst suppression. 21 channels were used based on the international 10-20 system The channels included; Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4, O1, O2, A1, and A2, with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz.
B. EEG BINARIZATION WITH ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD 1) BINARIZATION OF EEG SIGNAL IN TIME DOMAIN
Let x(t) be the median value of EEG signals of all the channels. The median value x(t) does not lose the characteristics of burst suppression because burst suppressions have synchronized trends in most of the electrode locations. The median values of EEG are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The binarized EEG x B (t) was obtained as follows:
where 1 (t) is a binarization threshold which is adaptively calculated using the OS-CFAR algorithm. The formula of 1 (t) used in this study was
where α 1 is a real positive constant and PR 40 {x(t)} is the low suppression-levels. However, the binarizations of higher suppression-levels are very sensitive. Conversely, the binarization result using the adaptive threshold is robust in various suppression-levels as in Fig. 2(c) . In this instance, the binarization process can produce reasonable binary representation of burst suppression without prior knowledge of the dynamic range of burst suppression.
2) BINARIZATION OF POWER SPECTRA OF EEG SIGNAL IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Let X (f , t) be the power spectrum of the signal x(t). The power spectra X (f , t) also have bursts suppression characteristics, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 . The binarized power spectra X B (f , t) was evaluated as follows:
where 2 (t) is a binarization threshold. Similar to the binarization of EEG signals in time domain, 2 (t) was calculated by applying the OS-CFAR algorithm. The formula of 2 (t) used in this study was
where α 2 is a real positive constant and PR 40 25 Hz
is the 40th percentile of 25 Hz
The power spectra of the data used in Fig. 2 and the binarized power spectra are shown in Fig. 3 . White boxes and black boxes corresponds to the binarized power of ones and zeros, respectively as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). Fig. 3(b) is generated using a fixed threshold, while Fig. 3(c) uses the adaptive threshold. At low suppression-levels, Fig. 3(b) and (c) have similar binary representations. However, for high suppression-level, Fig. 3(b) shows more noise representation compared to Fig. 3(c) . The adaptively binarized power spectra of burst suppression produce consistent binary patterns even in high suppression-level. Therefore, the adaptive threshold comprehensively provides reliable binarization for various dynamic range of burst suppression even in the frequency domain.
C. QEEG FEATURES FOR BINARY EEG
In quantitative EEG analysis, detection of irregular events such as physiologic/extra-physiologic artifacts and bursts in burst suppression pattern, have been well-developed. To exploit the benefits of binarization effect, we employed features capturing consistency of data; Shannon entropy [18] , [19] , Tsallis entropy [11] , and regularity [27] , and utilized amplitude-dependent features such as line length [16] , nonlinear-energy-operator (NLEO) [21] , [22] and envelope [20] . The Shannon entropy (ShEn), Tsallis entropy (TsEn), and regularity (Reg) for x(t) were calculated as follows:
where p x (k) is the estimated probability density function of x(t) with M bins, q is a real positive value, d is descendingordered sequence of x(t) 2 and N is the total number of elements. ShEn and TsEn are the highest when the probability density is uniformly distributed, (i.e., p x (k) is constant) and Reg is the highest when all the x(t) values are equal. Line length (LL), NLEO (NL), and envelope (Env) for input x(t) are calculated as follows:
LL and NL become high when x(t) changes rapidly, and Env is proportional to the variance of x(t). For binarized data, the calculations of qEEG features become simplified. For binary sequence x B (t) of length N withN ones, the formulations of the ShEn, TsEn, and Reg are as follows: ShEn and TsEn are the highest whenN /N = 1/2, and Reg is the highest whenN = N . ShEn is set to be zero when N = N orN = 0. For the amplitude-dependent features, LL and NL can be calculated more simply using binary logic operators only:
where ⊕ and ∧ are the Exclusive OR and AND logic operators, respectively, which operate as in the truth table in Table 1 . Also, Env can be obtained using the simple calculation below:
D. BURST SUPPRESSION SEGMENTATION
For burst suppression segmentation, the bursts and suppression patterns were modeled using Gaussian distribution and the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was conducted. Let the mean and the standard deviation of the features of burst segments be µ B and σ B , respectively. Similarly, µ S and σ S indicate the mean and standard deviation of suppression segments, respectively. Then the Gaussian model for the qEEG feature z is expressed as follows:
where θ ∈ {B, S}. Then MLEθ is estimated bŷ
The example of features' distribution and their Gaussian models G θ for two subjects is shown in Fig. 4 . In each subplot, the x-axis and y-axis are features on time domain and frequency domain (power spectra), respectively. Upward pointing triangles and downward pointing triangles indicate feature values of burst and suppression segments, respectively. Their projections on x-axis are used to model distributions of burst and suppression on time domain, and the models are drawn at the bottom of each subplot. Similarly, the projection on y-axis corresponds to the features on the frequency domain, and the models are drawn on the left side of each subplot.
In the binarized data, the increased variations between clusters of burst-features and suppression-features were observed. The overlapped regions of the two Gaussian models, which are interpreted as error rates, were reduced in the binarized data. In both time domain (x-axis) and frequency domain (y-axis), reduced overlaps and enhanced variations were observed, meaning that the binarization of data is expected to increase the performance of burst suppression segmentation.
III. RESULTS
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this study, the 11 consecutive EEG data sets were recorded from four patients, with a duration of over 20 min (mean 21.55±0.61 min) each. The clinical manifestations of the four patients are shown in Table 2 , and at least 20-min artifactfree EEG segments were selected by an expert neurologist. Eight EEGs recorded from patient number 1 were burst suppressions with various rhythms measured on different days each, and the other three EEGs were from three other different patients. To obtain power spectra, the window width and the sliding step were set to be 140 and 40 samples, which correspond to 0.7-s and 0.2-s, respectively. The window size and the sliding step were also used in the feature calculation. α 1 and α 2 were set as four and one, respectively. For qEEG feature calculations, q of Tsallis entropy was set to be 0.5, the number of bins M for probability density estimation were set to be 20 for EEG signal and 40 for power spectra. µ θ and σ θ were evaluated from the selected burst and suppression segments for an initial 10 min EEG each, while the estimated segmentation results for additional 10 min EEGs were compared to visual segmentations from three different clinicians.
Segmentation performance was examined in accordance to visual segmentations. The accordance to visual segmentation was indicated using three indicators; sensitivity (the ratio of correctly detected bursts samples to the burst samples using algorithms), specificity (the ratio of correctly detected suppression samples to the suppression samples detected using algorithms), and accuracy (the ratio of correctly detected samples to all the samples). These three indicators exhibited high values when the burst suppression segmentation was accurate.
Also, the correctness of BSR estimation was examined for segmentation performance evaluation. BSR, which is the ratio of suppression samples in a certain interval of burst suppression, is a known representative of depth of burst suppression. BSR is correlated with cerebral metabolism [8] , therefore, BSR can be used in patient monitoring applications including the treatment of status epilepticus [28] and monitoring of depth of anesthesia [13] , [29] . In this study, BSR was calculated for a 15-s interval and the interval was slid by one sample. To quantify the accuracy of BSR estimation, the root-mean-square-errors (RMSEs) of the estimated BSRs and BSRs from visual segmentations (true BSRs) were evaluated as follows:
where L is the number of 10 min BSR samples for performance evaluation. RMSE is low when the BSR estimation is accurate. Consistency features such as entropies have also been applied to power spectra [30] , thus, the three consistency features such as ShEn, TsEn and Reg were applied to both EEG signal and its power spectra in this study. However, since LL, NL and Env had been introduced to capture the rapid change of the EEG-amplitude in time domain only, these features were not applied to power spectra of EEG. qEEG features, and their segmentation results are indicated with shaded boxes. The segmentation results that may result in errors are indicated using dashed empty boxes.
Comparison of before and after binarization for burst suppression segmentation in Fig. 5 , showed that the results of the binarized data produced more accurate segmentation than those on the raw data. The reduced number of dashed boxes in Fig. 5 , which indicate possible erroneous segmentations, can lead to the better segmentation performance. In the subsequent subsections, we statistically analyzed the overall performance of burst suppression segmentation. In detail, the accordance to the three visual segmentations and the correctness of estimated BSR were calculated and summarized all the data.
C. ACCORDANCE TO VISUAL SEGMENTATIONS OF BURST SUPPRESSION
The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were analyzed using visual segmentations of three different clinicians to obtain unbiased results. The mean and standard deviation of the interrater sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are shown in Table 3 . The mean and standard deviation of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for all the 11 EEGs are shown in Table 4 , with the three different visual segmentations indicated as rater 1-3. We compared the results from the raw data and the binarized data, and highlighted the results of binarized data when the result of the binarized data was better compared to that of the raw data. We observed that the segmentation accuracies are mostly higher in the binarized data than in the raw data. Table 5 summarizes Table 4 by averaging accordance measures of the three raters. The mean accuracies of the binarized EEGs and power spectra were 79.71-87.74% and 82.93-88.79%, respectively, which were higher as compared to the accuracies of the raw EEGs and power spectra which were 72.89-84.19% and 55.92-61.13%, respectively. Comparison of before and after binarization of ShEn, TsEn, and Reg over EEGs, significant increase in sensitivity was predominant in accuracy. For LL, NLEO, and Env, the slight change in sensitivities and specificities led to increased TABLE 6. RMSEs between true BSR of three raters and estimated BSR of burst suppression segmentations. VOLUME 7, 2019 accuracies in NLEO and Env and decreased accuracy in LL. For the power spectra, there was a significant increase in all the accordance measures. The highest accuracy appeared in the method using TsEn over binarized power spectra with overall mean of 88.79%. We observed that the binarization process of EEGs and power spectra improved burst suppression segmentation performance.
D. BSR ESTIMATIONS FROM BURST SUPPRESSION SEGMENTATIONS
Two different examples of 260-s burst suppression, their true BSRs from visual segmentations of rater 1, and the BSR, which is the error evolution of BSR estimation, are shown in Fig. 6 . BSR is calculated as the absolute difference of estimated BSR and true BSR,
The feature used in estimating BSR in Fig. 6 was the ShEn. The solid lines in BSR are for the case of binarized data, and the dashed lines are for the case of raw data. For the two examples of burst suppression, BSR generally decreased after binarization; therefore, more accurate BSR estimation is obtained using binarized data.
The overall mean and standard deviation of RMSE for features and raters are shown in Table 6 . As in Table 4 and 5, the bold faces on RMSE of binarized data represents the smaller RMSEs after binarization than before binarization. Generally, most of the features on binarized data led to increased performance in terms of BSR estimation. The lowest RMSE was observed in the method using Env over binarized EEGs. In general, burst suppression segmentation of binarized EEGs or power spectra resulted in enhanced BSR estimation.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, binarization of EEG burst suppression both in time and frequency domain were conducted and its usefulness examined in terms segmentation accuracy. To perform consistent binarization over various dynamic ranges of EEG, we conducted adaptive binarization using the OS-CFAR algorithm. To evaluate the advantage of binarization, various qEEG features were applied to the binarized EEGs. Segmentation was performed using MLE of the features' values. We assessed the accordance to visual segmentation by clinicians and RMSEs to BSRs of visual segmentations. The accordance reviewed were; sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, and generally accordance increased on binarized EEGs over most of the qEEG features. RMSE to BSR was also evaluated and compared with BSRs using visual segmentations, and generally the RMSEs decreased after binarization. Also, from a computational perspective, various qEEG features can be calculated simply using the binarized EEG data both in time and frequency domain. However, various patients and more data are required for a more rigorous analysis which may trigger wider application.
